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Although self-tracking offers potential for a more complete, accurate, and longer-term understanding of personal health,
many people struggle with or fail to achieve their goals for health-related self-tracking. This paper investigates how to address
challenges that result from current self-tracking tools leaving a person’s goals for their data unstated and lacking explicit
support. We examine supporting people and health providers in expressing and pursuing their tracking-related goals via
goal-directed self-tracking, a novel method to represent relationships between tracking goals and underlying data. Informed
by a reanalysis of data from a prior study of migraine tracking goals, we created a paper prototype to explore whether and
how goal-directed self-tracking could address current disconnects between the goals people have for data in their chronic
condition management and the tools they use to support such goals. We examined this prototype in interviews with 14
people with migraine and 5 health providers. Our findings indicate the potential for scaffolding goal-directed self-tracking to:
1) elicit different types and hierarchies of management and tracking goals; 2) help people prepare for all stages of self-tracking
towards a specific goal; and 3) contribute additional expertise in patient-provider collaboration. Based on our findings, we
present implications for the design of tools that explicitly represent and support an individual’s specific self-tracking goals.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic health conditions are the leading cause of sickness, disability, and death worldwide, accounting for 60% of
the global burden of disease [66]. Health technology plays an increasingly vital role in helping people understand
and manage chronic conditions (e.g., [36, 43]). These technologies often include self-tracking (e.g, [15, 35]), as
many patients and providers believe self-tracked data has the potential to capture a more complete understanding
of patient health [16, 17, 85]. Providers therefore often recommend patient self-tracking [1, 3, 16, 36, 83].
Unfortunately, self-tracking tools often leave the goals people have for chronic condition management unstated
and lacking explicit support. For example, people often want to better understand how habits and behaviors affect
their symptoms [3, 60], but tools tend to emphasize the data itself without providing such insights (e.g., in charts
and timelines that primarily show the magnitude of data) [30]. Providers also struggle with their goals for
patient-tracked data, as they often lack time to analyze the data or feel unequipped to interpret it [16, 85].
Due to the disconnects between the goals people have and the designs of the tools they use, people often:
1) find self-tracking overwhelming and without purpose (i.e., struggle to define tracking goals) [31];
2) find self-tracked data does not support their questions (i.e., struggle to align data with their goals) [14];
3) find tools fail to support their goals over time (i.e., struggle to adapt tracking to evolving goals) [33];
4) find collaboration with providers difficult (i.e., struggle with the multiple goals of patients and providers) [17].
To help people and health providers overcomes these challenges, we explore how designs can support people in
expressing and pursuing condition management and tracking goals via goal-directed self-tracking. We focus on the
domain of migraine, a prevalent and debilitating condition that severely affects quality of life and productivity [79].
To investigate support for tracking towards specific migraine-related goals, we first reanalyzed data from prior
work characterizing categories of goals that people with migraine and providers often have for migraine-related
data [74]. Based on that reanalysis, we contribute goal-directed self-tracking as a novel method to scaffold the
process of deciding what, when, and how to track toward a specific goal, together with goal-appropriate analyses
and visualizations of resulting data. Using a paper prototype to present design ideas for goal-directed self-tracking,
we conducted interviews with 14 people with migraine and 5 health providers. Our findings indicate goal-directed
self-tracking can improve tool support for: 1) eliciting different types and hierarchies of management and tracking
goals; 2) helping people consider and prepare for every stage of self-tracking; and 3) contributing additional
expertise in patient-provider collaboration. These attributes could help address disconnects between the goals
people have for data in their chronic condition management and the tools they use to support such goals. We
also find potential pitfalls, such as encouraging negative aspects of goal creep and failing to prevent unrealistic
goals. Based on these opportunities and pitfalls, we discuss design implications for future implementations of
goal-directed self-tracking systems within and beyond migraine management.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section summarizes related work and provides background information about our study context
(i.e., migraine). We focus on differentiating past work, which has investigated the importance of considering goals
in self-tracking and patient-provider collaboration, versus our current contribution, which is to explore how
designs can explicitly elicit, represent, and support an individual’s self-tracking goals in a self-tracking system.

2.1

Self-Tracking and Health

Although self-tracking is increasingly popular, many self-trackers struggle to find value in their data [54]. Li et al.
developed a five-stage model of personal informatics, highlighting barriers in each stage and how challenges
cascade into later stages [54]. Rooksby et al. then introduced “lived informatics” to characterize the different
styles, variations, and goals people bring to everyday tracking [72]. The lived informatics model extends Li et al.’s
model, emphasizing the failure of current tools to support many realities of everyday tracking [33]. The model
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includes three stages: 1) deciding and selecting, in which people choose why and how to track; 2) tracking and
acting, in which people engage in the ongoing process of collecting, integrating, and reflecting on data; and
3) lapsing and resuming, in which people forget, intentionally skip, or suspend tracking. Our research examines
how goal-directed self-tracking can support people in preparing for and addressing barriers in each of these stages.
Setting personalized and realistic self-tracking goals and showing progress towards those goals can help
encourage healthy behaviors (e.g., [21, 22, 63]). However, current tools often fail to support the personalized and
evolving goals individuals want to pursue [8, 52, 55]. Gulotta et al. found current tools generally fail to support
setting, pursuing, reflecting on, and modifying goals [37]. Current tools also often fail to support tracking for
longer-term self-expression and remembering [29]. Tools sometimes even encourage behaviors that are contrary
to a person’s goals (e.g., people tracking food using commercial journaling tools reported the relative ease of
tracking foods with barcodes encouraged them to eat processed foods, contrary to their healthy eating goals [23]).
Setting unrealistic goals can also be detrimental (e.g., people with obesity that have unreasonable expectations for
their weight loss are more likely to discontinue treatment [24]). The tracker goal evolution model characterizes
relationships between qualitative goals (e.g., losing weight, having a healthy lifestyle) and quantitative goals
(e.g., meeting a certain step count, eating a specific diet) and describes challenges people face when attempting
to define appropriate quantitative goals based on their qualitative goals [64]. We examine how eliciting and
supporting the goals people have via goal-directed self-tracking can help them navigate similar challenges in
setting appropriate tracking goals based on their condition management goals.
People with chronic conditions often want to track myriad related factors [74, 75], but tools often silo
data [33, 34]. Prior research investigated importing data from multiple tools (e.g., [42, 56]), which enables
analysis but cannot support earlier self-tracking stages. Semi-automated tracking combines automated tracking
(e.g., through devices and sensors) with manual tracking (e.g., of data that cannot be automatically tracked, of
data that brings positive awareness when manually tracked) to lower burden while preserving benefits [13].
OmniTrack builds on the concept of semi-automated tracking to support customization of a self-tracking tool [51].
Although these approaches can help people track exactly and only their desired data, they do not provide guidance
or support in identifying, expressing, or pursuing goals for data. Our research builds upon this prior work to
examine how goal-directed self-tracking can help people overcome challenges in how to customize such tools.
Prior research has supported self-tracking for individualized insights to manage chronic conditions (e.g., irritable
bowel syndrome [45, 75], diabetes [19, 35, 47, 61], multiple sclerosis [5, 88]). However, intensive tracking is
burdensome and unsustainable [14, 23, 31], with tools often failing to support lapsing and resumption [20, 31, 33].
Even semi-automated tracking can be burdensome when it fails to accommodate evolving tracking routines and
goals [12]. The prospect of tracking for long-term condition management can therefore be daunting. Individuals may
also have different goals for condition management, depending on their habits, priorities, behaviors, experiences,
and approaches. For example, a study with overweight and obese women found a need for tools to support
personalized goals rather than emphasizing weight loss (e.g., more energy, better stamina, consistent exercise
routines, myriad definitions of healthier eating) [8]. We investigate how explicit support for defining, pursuing,
and lapsing in tracking towards personalized goals can better facilitate an individual’s condition management.

2.2

Seeking Expert Help in Interpreting Health Data

People often turn to health providers for help interpreting self-tracked data [17, 28, 36, 89]. Data can clarify
and contextualize patient health [83], foster collaboration [7, 75], and improve diagnoses, treatments, and
outcomes [16, 65, 80]. Collaborative review can help people identify trends, hypothesize about symptom
contributors, generate action plans, and identify new information needs [68, 75]. However, despite potential
and enthusiasm for clinical use of self-tracked data, patients and providers struggle to get value from such
data. Providers lack time to review data or feel unequipped to interpret it [11, 16, 85, 86]. Current tools do
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not support data sharing in provider workflows [16, 36]. Because no validated method exists for providers to
interpret self-tracked data, the process is difficult and error-prone [39, 44]. Collaboration around self-tracked
data often breaks down when patients and providers have different goals or expectations [17, 69, 71]. Chung et al.
investigated goals patients and providers bring to collaborative review of patient-generated data and discussed
the value of modifying food tracking protocols according to an individual’s goals [17]. They also suggested that
collaboratively designing a tracking routine could help patients and providers align and fulfill goals. Luo et al.
had dietitians construct patient profiles and design custom tracking routines for those profiles, similarly finding a
need to help patients and providers collaboratively design tracking routines that best fit individuals and their
goals [58]. Other recent work includes a pre-visit note through which patients can summarize their tracking and
communicate goals for a clinic appointment [18]. West et al. developed a 6-stage model for using self-tracked data
in clinical settings, with each stage having associated barriers: aligning objectives, evaluating data quality, judging
data utility, rearranging the data, interpreting the data, and acting on the data [87]. We propose and examine
goal-directed self-tracking to support people with chronic conditions and their providers in aligning goals and
expectations before data is collected, aiming to help them: 1) understand each other’s goals, 2) collect data they
need with respect to those goals, and 3) review analyses and visualizations appropriate for those goals.

2.3

Study Context: Migraine

Migraine is characterized by debilitating symptoms that can be “triggered” by a range of contributors (e.g., diet,
environmental factors, sleep, stress) [2, 50]. Contributors affect people differently, so people often attempt to
identify personal contributors [60]. However, multiple contributors often must accumulate before precipitating
symptoms [50, 84]. Approaches that focus on individual “triggers”, rather than considering multiple potential
contributors, can therefore be misleading (e.g., identifying spurious correlations due to confounds) and prevent
symptom management [4]. Successful management often requires identifying a range of contributors and avoiding
simultaneous exposure. As some may be unavoidable (e.g., changes in weather), people develop strategies to
defend against symptoms (e.g., lifestyle changes that reduce symptom likelihood despite exposure to contributors).
Because successful management relies on patient-reported information, providers often encourage patients to
track migraine-related data [78]. However, self-tracking in migraine is particularly difficult due to unpredictable,
intermittent, and poorly-understood symptoms, as well as the wide range and cumulative effects of potential
contributors [67]. Although some people use apps to track migraine-related data, prior work has found current
tools often fail to support migraine tracking goals [74]. People report that current apps offer insufficient
customization, resulting in them: 1) feeling forced to track data they do not want to track (i.e., increasing
burden for data irrelevant to their goals), and 2) feeling unable to track data they do want to track (i.e., preventing
tracking of data necessary for their goals). Some people attempt to use multiple apps, but integrating the resulting
siloed data introduces new challenges. Although some migraine tracking apps include configuration capabilities
(e.g., Migraine Buddy, the only migraine tracking app used by more than 10 people in [74]), they do not scaffold
the process of deciding exactly and only what a person needs to track to achieve their goals. As a result, people
often abandon migraine apps without achieving their goals, instead using alternate methods (e.g., paper journals,
customized spreadsheets, calendars) or abandoning tracking altogether. We build upon this research, identifying
pitfalls people encounter when pursuing distinct migraine tracking goals and developing goal-directed self-tracking
to address those challenges. In Section 6.6, we discuss implications for these techniques in other domains.
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Goal Category (Why)

Participants

Types of Data (What)

Tracking Frequency (When)

Answering Questions

12 M (all but I9);
3 P (P2, P4, P6)

Symptoms (12 M, 3 P),
Treatments (4 M, 3 P),
Contributors (12 M, 3 P)

Daily (8 M, 1 P),
After Symptoms Occurred (4 M, 2 P)

Predicting and Preventing

3 M (I1, I6, I7)

Symptoms (3 M),
Treatments (3 M),
Contributors (3 M)

Daily (3 M)

Daily (4 M),
Symptoms (12 M, 3 P),
Every 2-3 Days (1 M),
Treatments (6 M, 2 P),
After Symptoms Occurred (7 M, 3 P)
Contributors (6 M, 2 P)
Table 1. What and when participants from [74] described tracking and wanting to track to pursue their stated
migraine tracking goal categories. M=participants with migraine, P=provider participants.
Monitoring Over Time

3

12 M (all but I8);
3 P (P1, P3, P5)

DEVELOPMENT OF GOAL-DIRECTED SELF-TRACKING

This section first describes our reanalysis and new findings in data from a prior study of migraine tracking
goals [74]. We then introduce goal-directed self-tracking, a new method to scaffold the process of deciding what,
when, and how to track for a specific goal. Finally, we discuss our iterative design process for a goal-directed
self-tracking system and present the paper prototype design we used in our interviews.

3.1

Characterizing Differences in Tracking Routines Between Migraine Tracking Goals

Our approach to goal-directed self-tracking builds directly on prior HCI research in migraine management. Park
and Chen first characterized common needs of people with migraine, including: determining whether symptoms
are due to migraine, identifying triggers, developing management strategies, and coordinating social recognition
and assistance [67]. We then examined self-tracking by people with migraine, surveying 279 people with migraine
and conducting semi-structured interviews with 13 survey respondents and 6 providers [74]. They identified a
number of needs and opportunities, including four distinct categories of migraine tracking goals. Participants
often had simultaneous goals, and goals often evolved over the course of a person’s migraine management.
To investigate how a system could explicitly support the goals people have for migraine tracking, we reanalyzed
our interview data. In contrast to our previous bottom-up approach focused on general practices and challenges
in migraine tracking, we focused on the particular tracking habits people described as they pursued different
categories of goals. For each interview participant, we re-examined the original interview transcript to identify:
1) categories of goals the participant described pursuing, and 2) what and when they described tracking and
wanting to track toward each stated goal (Table 1). We therefore expand on our previously-identified goal
categories to characterize resulting differences in tracking routines (i.e., what, when, and how to track). Given the
limited number of participants, these goal categories may not be comprehensive of every possible migraine-related
tracking goal. However, the range of categories allow us to investigate how to explicitly distinguish and design
for goals people bring to self-tracking for chronic condition management. Many participants described multiple
goals, due to goal evolution over time or simultaneous goals. We briefly summarize the four distinct goal categories
identified in our prior work, together with our new findings of what, when, and how participants wanted to track
in pursuit of those goal categories. Table 2 summarizes the final set of goals and subgoals supported in our design.
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Supported Tracking Goals and Subgoals
1. Learning about their migraines (usually medium effort: regular tracking of many data types)
a. Learning what factors may affect their symptoms (i.e., identifying potential contributors)
b. Learning the frequency of their symptoms or related factors (an alias for Goal 3 to support an alternate framing)
c. Learning how a change affects their symptoms (i.e., a before/after test)
2. Predicting whether they are at risk for a migraine (usually high effort: daily tracking of maximum data types)
3. Monitoring migraine-related data (usually low effort: infrequent tracking of fewer data types)
Table 2. Hierarchy of goals supported in the final paper prototype.

Answering Questions about their Migraines
Many participants tracked to answer specific questions about their migraines
(e.g., which factors contributed to or alleviated symptoms). Our reanalysis
revealed participants pursuing this goal often tracked more types of data and more
frequently than those pursuing a monitoring goal. We also found two subgoals:
identifying contributors, pursued by eight participants (i.e., discovering what
factors affect symptoms), and before/after tests, pursued by six (i.e., examining
whether symptoms improved after a change, such as starting a new medication or
eliminating a hypothesized contributor). In contrast to recent work investigating
self-experimentation (e.g., [9, 25, 26, 45, 46, 53]), before/after tests are susceptible
to confounds. However, self-experimentation is often infeasible for migraine,
because: 1) self-experimentation requires contributors to be controllable and
actionable [46], and 2) due to the severity of symptoms, people are often reluctant
to risk inducing a migraine in an experiment [74]. People with migraine therefore
often pursue less rigorous methods when attempting to identify contributors.
Predicting and Preventing Migraines
After identifying personal contributors, some participants tracked exposure to
those personal contributors to predict the likelihood of symptoms so they could
prepare for or attempt to prevent those symptoms. Based on our reanalysis, this
goal category required the most effort, with all participants who pursued it tracking
symptoms, treatments, and contributors on a daily basis. No providers described
a predicting goal, perhaps because providers generally focus on overall symptom
frequency rather than the consequences of symptoms on a particular day.
Monitoring Migraines Over Time
Long-term tracking is important in monitoring a person’s condition over time
(e.g., to notice changes in symptoms, to ensure management strategies remain
effective). In our reanalysis, we found participants described tracking less data,
less often. Although four tracked daily, two were also pursuing predicting goals,
which may explain their more frequent tracking. Participants sometimes framed
this goal as learning the frequency of migraines. To ensure we explicitly support
goals in the way people find most intuitive, we therefore added a third subgoal to
answering questions: learning the frequency of migraines and related factors.

“You basically turn your life into
a control of an experiment and
try to change one thing at a time
and see what works.” (I11)

“[When I know the barometric
pressure is going to drop] I make
sure that everything else in my
body is as healthy as possible so
that hopefully I can ride through
that weather front without any
other [contributors].” (I06)
“[my provider saw my symptom
calendar] and was like, ‘That’s
too many headaches ... if
you’re still getting six or seven
headaches a month in a couple
months, we’re gonna talk about
doing something else’.” (I02)
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Example Data Element
Migraine

Example Granularity
Binary
Duration
Location
Severity from 1-10
MIDAS score (i.e., a validated scale to characterize severity [81])

Aura

Binary

Nausea

Binary

Medications

Binary (i.e., for specific medications)
Number of pills

Supplements

Binary (i.e., for specific supplements)

Yoga

Binary

Mindfulness

Unspecified

Exercise

Number of steps
Fitbit reports
Minutes

Caffeine

Binary
Number of milligrams

Menstruation

Using a menstrual tracking app

Diet

Everything they ate
Whether they ate a specific thing (e.g., corn, dairy, wheat, tannins, nitrates)

Sleep quality

Using a Fitbit
Scale from 1-10

Table 3. Example data elements and granularities participants from [74] described tracking for each data type.
Data elements were generally orthogonal to a participant’s goal, depending more on their habits and experiences.

Enabling Motivation and Social Recognition
Participants also described seeking support as they develop personalized
management strategies. Successful management often requires difficult lifestyle
changes (e.g., in diet, exercise, sleep), so this goal category can help foster
motivation and support needed to commit to those changes. However, our
reanalysis revealed this goal was consistently secondary to one of the other
categories. For example, many people with migraine described primary goals of
monitoring, but also wanted to show their data to friends, family, or coworkers to
share how they were doing. Similarly, provider participants were often primarily
concerned with monitoring a patient’s symptoms and treatments to inform future
treatment recommendations, with a secondary goal of providing motivation
by showing symptom improvement. Our reanalysis therefore suggests that
motivation and sharing should be available across tracking goals (e.g., by including
shareable data visualizations, by supporting reflection on progress toward goals,
by recommending and encouraging behavior changes that can reduce migraines).

“[A patient] might think, ‘I’m
doing so horrible, I’m doing so
horrible’, and then you look at
it, and you’re like ‘you actually
cut back your severity by 50%’
. . . you kind of shift your
perspective as you go on, and
the new horrible becomes just
the same horrible, even though
it’s improved. So, it’s helpful to
show that improvement more
than anything.” (P3)
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3.2

Characterizing Data Elements Tracked Across Migraine Tracking Goals

Although the types of data participants tracked (i.e., symptoms, treatments, contributors) often depended on their
goals, specific data elements (i.e., the particular symptoms, treatments, and contributors) depended more on the
individual. For example, the specific contributors participants tracked varied according to personal characteristics
(e.g., people who do not menstruate do not track their menstrual cycle), habits (e.g., people who do not consume
caffeine do not track caffeine), and hypotheses (e.g., people who suspect particular foods or drinks correlate with
their symptoms often track those specific foods and drinks). Similarly, the specific symptoms participants tracked
depended on personal experiences with migraine (e.g., only some people experience aura, “brain fog”, or fatigue).
Our reanalysis therefore suggests that the particular data elements people want to track are orthogonal to their
goals: individuals tracking the same data element may have different goals, and individuals with the same goal
may want to track different data elements. The one characteristic of data elements that did seem to correlate with
goal type is the granularity of data: people who wanted to learn about an element often tracked more details than
people monitoring that element. For example, people who wanted to learn about their migraines often wanted to
track details about symptom severity and duration, while people who wanted to monitor often only recorded that
they had a migraine. However, even the granularity sometimes depended more on an individual’s experiences:
participants who felt their migraines varied often described tracking more details, even if their primary goal was
to monitor. Table 3 provides examples of data elements and granularities participants tracked for each data type.

3.3

Scaffolding Tracking towards Individualized Goals via Goal-Directed Self-Tracking

Based on the specific goals and sub-goals (corresponding to different tracking needs) and data elements
(corresponding to personalized characteristics, habits, and hypotheses) identified in our reanalysis, we next
formulated design requirements for goal-directed self-tracking tools. These tools should scaffold the process of
deciding what, when, and how to track toward a specific set of goals and provide goal-appropriate support for
interpreting resulting data. We refer to this new method of explicitly eliciting and supporting an individual’s
goals throughout all stages of self-tracking as goal-directed self-tracking.
Although many participants pursuing a given goal category described tracking similar types of data with
similar frequency, some had divergent tracking practices (e.g., the majority of participants with monitoring goals
tracked only when symptoms occurred, but some chose to track more regularly). A requirement for goal-directed
self-tracking tools is therefore to recommend what, when, and how to track toward goals, while providing
flexibility to support people in tracking however they feel will be useful for their goals. People can therefore
receive guidance in configuring appropriate tracking routines for their goals while avoiding pitfalls in which tools:
1) do not support tracking data a person wants, or 2) require tracking data a person does not want, both of which
can lead to abandonment [31, 33]. Tools should then also provide goal-appropriate analyses and visualizations,
helping people and their health providers avoid pitfalls in interpreting collected data [14, 17, 30].
Participants also described goals that varied over time, consistent with existing models of self-tracking [33, 64].
A second requirement for goal-directed self-tracking tools is therefore to support an individual’s specific
circumstances and tracking needs over time. Tools can represent a person’s tracking needs as a set goals
the person has explicitly selected and configured, and the person’s total tracking routine is then the combination
of tracking they have configured for each goal. As a person’s understanding and goals evolve over time, tools
can support adding, modifying, or removing goals. A goal-directed self-tracking tool can thus be adjusted to a
person’s evolving needs over time, rather than requiring the person seek out new tools as their needs evolve.
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How would you categorize
your migraine tracking goal?
LEARNING about your migraines or related factors
May be a good choice if: you’re new to migraine
tracking or you’re making a change
Example: “I want to learn what factors may
contribute to my symptoms”, “I want to learn
whether starting an exercise routine will improve
my symptoms”
Likely requires medium eﬀort
PREDICTING whether you’re at risk for a migraine

What possible contributing
factors (e.g., “triggers”) do
you want to track?
You’re currently tracking:
Overuse of as-needed medications
Field: taken (yes or no)
Limit: 5 times per month
Confidence: somewhat confident

Help Me Choose:
Contributing factors (“triggers”)
Here are some common triggers people
with migraine experience. Remember
that just because it’s not listed doesn’t
mean it isn’t one of your personal
triggers!
Select the triggers you want to track.
You can edit the fields and confidences
on the next page.
acute medication overuse

May be a good choice if: you know what factors
aﬀect your symptoms, and are willing to track often
so you know when those factors are accumulating

interruption in routine

Example: “I want know whether I’m likely to
experience symptoms today”

inappropriate amount of sleep

stress
caﬀeine

Likely requires highest eﬀort

May be a good choice if: you just want to keep
track of migraine-related data
Example: “I want to keep track of how often I
exercise”, “I want to know how often I experience
symptoms”
Likely requires lowest eﬀort
Back

Continue

exposure to bright light
exposure to loud sound

Add Trigger

alcohol

None of These

Cons: you’ll spend more time tracking
Regularly, but not every day
(e.g., every few days, every week)
Pros: more consistent data than
retroactively tracking, and less of a time
commitment than daily tracking

Pros: spend less time tracking

menstruation

Continue

I’m experiencing
symptoms now

Pros: more consistent/accurate data,
which will help analysis

When you experience symptoms
(e.g., the day after you experienced
symptoms)

dehydration

Help me
choose

Data Collection

Cons: you’ll spend more time tracking
than if you track retroactively but have
less consistent data than tracking daily

changes in weather

MONITORING your migraines and related factors

How frequently are you willing
to track to achieve your goal?
Daily
(e.g., every morning, every night)

Add

Cons: less consistent/accurate data

151:9

Peak Severity Over Time

I took as-needed
medication

< November 2017 > — <May 2018 >

You’ve tracked as-needed
medications 3 of your target 5
times this month

Color By:
Triggers:
Treatments:

10
Doctor
appointment

Add Event

x x
x

x

Track Other Data

x

View Data
Calendar

View Data
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Fig. 1. Our paper prototype walks people through selecting a goal, configuring tracking towards that goal, and
collecting and interpreting data for that goal. The full prototype can be found in the supplementary materials.

3.4

System Design

To investigate goal-directed self-tracking, we created a preliminary design for supporting the goal categories
identified in Section 3.1. The design was initially expressed through a flowchart representing goal selection,
configuration within each goal, and post-configuration features. We iterated on the design in pilot studies with four
people with migraine, identifying problems with flow or clarity as well as gaps in supported features. Pilot testing
revealed a need to enhance each goal category with educational information, examples, and decision-making
support, as individuals may not know what goals are possible or understand which best describe their personal
goals. We also added a way to express a goal in a person’s own words before selecting and configuring based on a
goal category, to encourage open-ended consideration of why a person wants to track migraine-related information.
After our initial iterations, we designed a paper prototype to elicit needs, ideas, and feedback in our interviews
(see Figure 1). Such low-fidelity prototypes can elicit valuable feedback about content and sequence of steps before
investing in higher-fidelity prototypes [73]. We conducted pilot studies with five colleagues in human-centered
design and engineering, computer science, and medicine to iterate on the paper prototype, again focusing on
improving clarity and flow while adding or expanding on features as needed.
3.4.1 Initial Goal Selection. The first step in the prototype is to add a goal. A person begins by stating why they
want to track migraine-related data in their own words. They then select the supported goal category that best
describes that goal (see Table 2, recalling Goal 1b is an alias for Goal 3). To help people select the most appropriate
goal, each category includes a brief explanation, specific examples, and an indication of likely relative effort.
3.4.2 Goal Configuration. After selecting a goal category, the prototype walks a person through selecting what
data to track for the goal. For most categories, they configure any symptoms, contributors, and treatments they
want to track. Data types are ordered and recommended based on their importance to that goal. For example,
for monitoring (Goal 3), the prototype assumes symptoms are the only necessary data type, so a person always
configures those first. For identifying contributors (Goal 1a), the prototype assumes a person will track potential
contributors and configures those first. For learning how a change affects symptoms (Goal 1c), a person configures
only the changes they want to make and the related symptoms they want to examine (i.e., without configuring
other treatments or contributors, which would be irrelevant to the specific goal).
A person can configure data manually or via Help Me Choose pages that list common migraine-related data. They
can also configure semi-automated tracking routines [13], including data automatically synced from other devices
and services (e.g., Fitbit, local weather). When configuring contributors, the app recommends tracking for overuse
of as-needed medication, a common and often-overlooked factor that experts often recommend tracking [57, 74].
A person also configures how to track by specifying fields (e.g., binaries, categorical scales, numbers, text). They
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finally select when to track, configuring notifications to prompt them to track at fixed intervals (e.g., daily, weekly)
or to remind them to track additional information after any indication of symptoms. Such post-symptom tracking
enables people to quickly indicate presence of symptoms without completing a full tracking routine, minimizing
screen time during any period of light sensitivity while creating cues to later add information necessary for their
goal. If a person has multiple tracking goals, they can add additional goals after configuring the first.
3.4.3 Post-Configuration App Features. Although we focus on tracking configuration, we also wanted to explore
possible post-configuration features. After a goal is configured, the prototype includes:
quick trackers on the landing page to allow quick indication of symptoms or as-needed medication use;
data collection, customized according to the configuration;
data views, including a calendar and data summary, for quickly reviewing data;
a treatment flowchart, added because pilot study participants expressed difficulty deciding what treatments
to pursue when experiencing symptoms (other than as-needed medications);
an FAQ page, to provide general information about migraine;
a goal configuration page, for adding or removing goals and viewing past goals; and
a lapsing page that enables taking explicit breaks from tracking, with optional support for recording a
reason and/or scheduling a resumption date.
Finally, we included goal-specific web-based analyses and visualizations to support interpretation and
collaboration: calendars and graphs over time for monitoring (Goals 1b and 3); charts that state and illustrate
correlations between symptoms and potential contributors for learning contributors and predicting (Goals 1a and 2);
and charts that examine symptoms before and after a change for learning how a change affects symptoms (Goal 1c).

4

INTERVIEW METHODS

We used our paper prototype in interviews to elicit feedback on scaffolded goal-directed self-tracking. Our study
was approved by our Institutional Review Board. Protocols can be found in our supplementary materials.

4.1

Participants with Migraine

We recruited 14 participants with migraine via a website for connecting health-focused research teams to the
community, as well as via email lists and fliers posted in medical centers. All participants self-identified as having
migraine, and all either tracked related data or had considered doing so. 12 participants were female, a gender
distribution that reflects migraine diagnosis [70]. Participant ages ranged from 20 to 61 (x̄=34).
We designed a semi-structured interview protocol to investigate whether and how our system could support
migraine-related goals. We first asked about migraine and tracking experiences, then worked through the
prototype to configure a tracking routine based on the participant’s selected goal. Finally, we asked about the
system as a whole, including whether and how they anticipated it would support their goals and how they
would feel about using it collaboratively with a provider. Following the blank page technique [82], participants
were provided with blank phone and laptop “screens” on which they could sketch their ideas. Sessions were
approximately 90 minutes, compensated with a $30 Amazon gift card. We refer to these participants as M#.
A third-party service transcribed the audio recordings. To analyze the data, we took a bottom-up approach in
which a group of eight researchers first divided and read transcripts, extracting relevant notes. The researchers
included a mix of people familiar with the project and people who were further removed, to solicit a range of
perspectives in the analysis. Three researchers then created an affinity diagram [41], iterating on themes via
novel findings from the interview transcripts as well as discussion among members of the research team.
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Provider
Areas of Practice
P1
Headache Clinic
P2
Headache Clinic, Neurology
P3
Headache Clinic, Neurology
P4
Neighborhood Clinic
P5
Headache Clinic
Table 4. Affiliations and positions of provider participants.
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Position
Nurse Practitioner
Fellow
Neurologist
Physician Lead for Clinical Informatics
Fellow

Provider Participants

We recruited 5 health providers via colleagues of the medical providers on our research team and snowball
sampling (see Table 4 for health provider details). All had experience working with people with migraine, and
all regularly recommend their patients with migraine self-track. The protocol followed a similar structure in
which we asked about experiences working with people with migraine before walking through the prototype.
However, instead of choosing a single goal, we discussed all goal categories to understand what they thought of
the included set. We investigated whether providers believed the system would help people with migraine, as
well as whether providers believed it would help them collaborate with and treat their patients. Sessions were
approximately 60 minutes, compensated with a $50 Amazon gift card. We refer to the providers as P#.
Data analysis similarly consisted of transcribing audio recordings and conducting an affinity diagramming
analysis. We started with previously-identified categories and notes from the sessions with people with migraine,
adding notes that reflected provider perspectives and iterating on the affinity diagram. As we finalized the affinity
diagram, we re-examined transcripts to identify any additional data that supported or contradicted the emergent
themes. Our final affinity diagram included 59 notes in 6 categories, available in the supplementary materials.

4.3

Limitations

Our participants skewed WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic; [40]), likely because
our interviews were conducted in person with our paper prototype at our US institution. Our institution is in a
city, and all participants lived in an urban environment; people in rural areas may have different experiences and
perspectives [6, 59]. Care must therefore be taken when attempting to generalize our findings. Our inclusion
criteria also required participants to have tracked migraine-related data or seriously considered doing so, to
ensure their feedback on the paper prototype was grounded in their experiences with tracking or consideration of
tracking. Four participants had never tracked, but all had considered doing so. We therefore cannot characterize
whether and how people who had not previously considered tracking might use such a system. Finally, our
methods directly examined the deciding and selecting stage of the lived informatics model [33] by investigating
participant migraine-related goals and their configuration of tracking routines based on those goals. We did
not directly observe later tracking stages, as participants did not track according to their configured routines.
However, configuration of goal-directed self-tracking prompted participants to discuss anticipating and planning
for later stages of tracking. Our results therefore inform future in-the-wild deployments to further examine how
goal-directed self-tracking supports goals through later stages of tracking. Similarly, our paper prototype allowed
rapid examination of how its design might influence configuration of goals and tracking routines and how people
envision using it, but deployment of a functional prototype would be required to examine ongoing use or non-use.

5

RESULTS

All participants felt the design supported configuring tracking exactly and only what they needed for their goals,
and all said they would use a goal-directed self-tracking system. This section describes benefits and pitfalls
participants encountered and anticipated while interacting with the prototype. Our results reveal opportunities
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to address disconnects between goals people have for data in chronic condition management and the tools
they use toward such goals, specifically the potential for a system to: 1) elicit different types and hierarchies of
management and tracking goals; 2) help consider and prepare for all stages of self-tracking; and 3) contribute
additional expertise in patient-provider collaboration. We report how many participants expressed particular
perspectives, but our open-ended protocol means not every participant was explicitly prompted about every
topic. Additional participants may have agreed with a perspective if asked. To avoid implying by omission that
any individual did not hold a particular view, we do not indicate which participants discussed which topics.

5.1

Eliciting Different Types and Hierarchies of Goals

All participants thought the goal categories encompassed their migraine tracking goals. Four participants with
migraine and four providers described beginning with a goal as motivating; M5 liked the idea of “starting off with
the goal and having something in your mind that you’re looking forward to or trying to achieve”. Nine participants
with migraine selected a primary goal of learning (eight with the subgoal of identifying contributors (Goal 1a) and
one of before/after tests (Goal 1c)), three chose predicting (Goal 2), and two monitoring (Goal 3). Providers were
primarily interested in monitoring (Goal 3). Eliciting goals as the first step in configuration also helped people
develop and express multiple types and hierarchies of migraine-related goals. Specifically, participants articulated
differences between management versus tracking goals, immediate versus future goals, goals for awareness versus
taking action, and personal versus provider goals. This section discusses these nuances.
5.1.1 Management vs Tracking Goals. Of the fourteen participants with migraine, thirteen discussed management
goals, often in having fewer or less severe symptoms. Four providers said they developed management goals with
patients, generally including implementing behavior changes to reduce symptoms. Although most participants
saw the critical path between their management goals and tracking goals, some initially had trouble defining
specific tracking goals. When asked to state her tracking goal in her own words, M4 said, “I don’t know. I just want
to know how to get rid of them faster”. M1 also struggled to express why she wanted to track migraine-related data.
However, explicit goal categories helped people define tracking goals that complemented their management
goals. When M4 saw the goal categories, she selected identifying contributors, saying “the example down below,
I read that and I was like, ‘this would be very useful’ ”. M1 similarly felt examples helped her define a tracking goal.
Listed categories sometimes prompted people to modify their tracking goals to better fit their management goals.
Four participants initially described monitoring goals, but then selected the category of learning, explaining
that such a goal would help more with their ultimate management goals. Seven people with migraine and four
providers said they would want to pursue multiple goals simultaneously. Overall, the explicit goal categories
seemed to help participants understand how specific tracking goals could help them reach their management goals.
5.1.2 Immediate vs Future Goals. In addition to goals they configured during the study, the list of goals led some
participants to hypothesize about migraine tracking goals they might want to pursue in the future. Eight people
with migraine and two providers said they would want to start with one goal before progressing to another,
usually because they felt success of the future goal depended on fulfilling their current goal(s). M3 explained:
The most relevant one would be learning because my goal is trying to understand what causes them.
But then once I’ve gotten past this stage and understood what essential triggers are or anything like that,
then monitoring and predicting would play a higher role than learning.
Although most people described future goals as dependent on fulfilling current goals, M14 defined hers based on
tracking habits. Despite an ultimate goal of learning (Goal 1), she selected monitoring (Goal 3) because she wanted
to “get good” at a lower-effort goal before “tackling” a higher-effort goal. She then chose to track some contributors
and get daily tracking notifications, requiring more effort than many monitoring goals, to “see how it went”.
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5.1.3 Goals for Awareness vs Taking Action. Across all goal categories, participants described goals focused on
awareness that might evolve into goals focusing on action. Eleven people with migraine and three providers
discussed goals focused on gaining awareness about their symptoms, habits, and behaviors so they could identify
specific changes they might make in the future. For example, M7 said, “it would be nice to see what precursors
might be related to having a migraine so that I could reduce those in the future”. Three believed the act of tracking
could help them take action; they wanted to track behaviors they intended to change because they thought
tracking would remind and encourage them to commit to the changes (e.g., avoiding medication overuse, taking
recommended supplements, increasing mindfulness, exercising regularly).
5.1.4 Personal vs Provider Goals. The prototype also elicited differences between goals people had for themselves
and those they pursued for providers. All participants with migraine described provider-related goals (e.g., tracking
because their provider asked them to, tracking so they could more accurately answer questions their providers asked).
In some cases, participants did not consider personal goals until interacting with the prototype. M3 commented:
I’ve never actually thought about ... what I want to accomplish aside from just being able to illustrate to
my doctor what’s been going on. But I think that having either a goal that you collaborate to create or
separate goals and then come together to create one is a really cool idea.
Some providers had similarly never considered patients having personal tracking goals. P5 stated, “To be honest,
I have never really extensively talked to a patient about what their tracking goals are. I usually tell them ‘this is my
goal, at least please do this’ ... I’m not sure what other goals they might have”.
In general, people with migraine and providers thought that learning about each other’s goals would be helpful.
P1 encouraged patient goals because “it can be empowering to patients to better understand what’s going on with
their body and to be able to recognize some of those things and not just feel like their body is out of their control”.
However, all providers wanted to ensure their expertise and advice were accounted for in the goals the patient
pursued. In this paper, we refer to any hypothetical goals a provider would want a patient to pursue that are
distinct from the patient’s initial priorities as provider goals. Although the majority of participants with migraine
were open to pursuing provider goals, M3 felt it would be “frustrating” if a provider asked her to modify her
goal. Even though this was the same participant who had never considered having a personal goal, once she had
identified one, she said she would “want the doctor to take [her] concerns into creating this goal more than anything
else”. Three others similarly wanted to collaborate and understand their provider’s rationale for modifying their
goals. All participants thought simultaneously pursuing both goals could be a good compromise.

5.2

Goal-Directed Tracking Across Tracking Stages

We designed our prototype to support goals throughout self-tracking, so we wanted to determine how our
participants anticipated goal-directed self-tracking could support the stages described in the lived informatics
model [33]. This section considers participant reactions in the context of each stage of the model. Our methods
directly examined only the deciding and selecting stage (e.g., goal selection, tracking routine configuration).
Participants then anticipated and planned for later stages, discussing how they envisioned using the system.
These anticipated uses and barriers inform how a goal-directed system could support later stages of self-tracking.
5.2.1 Deciding and Selecting Stage. In this first stage of the lived informatics model, people choose why and how to
track. Our prototype’s configuration section scaffolds this stage: people select a goal and configure what, when, and
how to track toward that goal. Some participants knew what they wanted to track; all independently configured
at least one type of data, and two configured all data without even looking at suggestions in the Help Me Choose
pages. However, most selected some data to track based on the prototype’s suggestions. Some selected data they
“hadn’t thought of before” (M11) but wanted to investigate upon seeing. When selecting potential contributors,
M3 and M6 said they would “just say all of them”. Others felt suggestions helped them remember factors they had
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already wanted to track; M11 explained, “if I get a question I have to give an answer just off the top my brain, that’s
harder than when it’s multiple choice. Multiple choice is like, ‘Oh yeah. It’s right there.’ Then you can start thinking
about other ones because it’s there”. M9 similarly described being reminded of her desire to track alcohol.
Regardless of why they selected data from Help Me Choose pages, participants often felt the pages encouraged
tracking more data. M11 felt she “probably would have had maybe four [contributors] compared to, well, how many
of them. Eight. Nine”. She configured extra tracking because she felt the prototype “makes me realize I have been
slacking ... You make it look so easy”. After configuration, all participants felt their routine was exactly and only
what they wanted to track for their goal; when asked whether they had configured anything they did not feel
was important, everyone responded that they had not. However, M1 said, “some days, I feel like [the configured
tracking routine] would be a little daunting”. P2 was similarly worried that patients might select too much:
I might limit someone to five categories to track at a time ... someone might be very interested in like,
“Oh, yeah, I’m gonna track all of these,” and then it becomes too burdensome and they stop tracking.
Participants were particularly likely to expand their tracking when additional data could be automatically
tracked. All participants wanted to track some data automatically. Our design included syncing with outside data
sources so people who already tracked with those sources could use their data. However, P7 did not have a Fitbit, but
said, “if it automatically went to this, I might [get one]”. In some cases, providers were hesitant about some syncable
data elements. For example, we include syncing to local weather data because weather can affect migraines. Every
participant with migraine chose at least one weather-related field, and P2 and P5 were also interested. However,
P1 and P3 felt that focusing on an uncontrollable factor may not ultimately be helpful. Similarly, P4 did not want
people focusing on blood pressure data because “it would create an assumption that if it’s a little bit high today, that
means that your headache might be explained by that, which I think would be a false assumption”.
5.2.2 Tracking and Acting Stage. In the tracking and acting stage of the lived informatics model, people collect,
integrate, and reflect on their data. Tracking routines configured by participants varied widely, with participants
configuring tracking of 1-7 symptoms (median=3.5), 2-9 treatments (median=4), and 0-16 contributors (median=6).
They generally appreciated the ability to control how to track by specifying fields, although all wanted the tool to
recommend appropriate defaults during configuration. Three planned to track only when they had symptoms;
the rest planned to track daily. Providers had different levels of interest in contributors but generally wanted
their patients to focus on tracking symptoms and treatments (e.g., medications, lifestyle changes).
Although participants with migraine all reported wanting to pursue the tracking routines they had configured,
they anticipated their tracking would evolve over time. As described in Section 5.1.2, some wanted to pursue
future goals after fulfilling their current goals. But in addition to evolution of goals, people expected evolution
within goals as their experiences and understanding changed. Four participants intentionally configured more
than they would want to track, with the intent to narrow their routine after reflecting on their data. M6 explained:
what I’d probably do is start off with all of these and then ... realize there was a couple of questions I’m
either like constantly answering the same thing or just kind of, it makes me pause like how do I answer
this? ... I suggested irritability, but I might drop that one because it [might make me] irritable.
Conversely, two participants wanted to start narrow and later expand their routines. M13 wanted to make
behavior changes her provider recommended and thought trying too many at once would be overwhelming,
saying, “if I just did one thing and then if its good, I mean [after] two or three weeks, add something else. And if that’s
good, add another routine”. Three mentioned feeling they needed more domain expertise, such as knowledge
of what dietary factors commonly could contribute to symptoms, before they could focus on learning about
whether those factors may contribute to their individual symptoms. M2 explained, “I don’t feel like I have enough
information about the contributing aspects of dietary factors to know what should I be tracking”. Overall, the
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prototype helped people make informed decisions about what data to track, both immediately and in the future,
to best fulfill their goals. However, even with that support, some participants felt they needed access to more
domain expertise to collect, reflect on, and act on the data in the context of their migraine management goals.
Participants also discussed how goal-directed self-tracking would inform how they acted on their data. Thirteen
participants with migraine and one provider mentioned wanting to explicitly check in with their goals to reflect
on their progress, review what they had learned, and decide whether anything needed to change. The other
providers wanted to discuss goals in an appointment and have the patients independently make any changes
in the app. Participants also anticipated goal-related data analyses and visualizations would support reflection
towards their goals. Both patients and providers liked the calendar and data summary pages, to get “a real quick
glance at what you have been experiencing” (M1). Some participants expected the calendar would also help them
identify trends; M9 commented, “[with the calendar] you could correlate, maybe if you’re stressed out at work,
when you worked on Monday, and then you had this headache Monday too”. Participants also generally liked the
web-based analyses and visualizations. P1 explained the visualizations would help them notice more complex and
longer-term trends, “to see symptoms over time and to see in relation to changes or in relation to triggers”. However,
M10 was afraid the visualizations would be too complicated, and M11 thought she would not be able to interpret
them without help. M5 similarly emphasized simplicity, stating, “whatever graph is the easiest to see is the one you
guys should go for. One with a lot of words and lots of axis, they’re really hard to tell at a glance.” Many participants
acknowledged the tension between prioritizing interpretability and visualizing all important data for a particular
tracking goal. Some felt customizability of the generated visualizations could support exploration while limiting
complexity; M7 explained, “I would want to select from a dropdown like, ‘Here are all the things you’ve tracked.
Select two or a few, or select pairs to see, to generate [a visualization]’ ”. However, M3 warned that while “being able
to directly say, ‘okay, this is the only thing I want to look at’ and disregard all the other data might be helpful”, doing
so could also “get potentially confusing” by hiding confounds and leading people to incorrect conclusions.
5.2.3 Lapsing and Resuming Stage. People often exit and re-enter the tracking and acting stage of the lived
informatics model via lapsing and resuming. However, current tools generally fail to support lapsing and
resumption (see Section 2.1). We designed our prototype to support explicitly taking intentional breaks, with
the ability to optionally configure reminders to return to tracking at a particular date. To investigate whether
participants anticipated circumstances in which they might want to lapse, we asked whether and when participants
thought they would use such functionality. All participants anticipated scenarios in which they would lapse
in tracking their full routine. However, rather than lapsing altogether, seven participants with migraine and
three providers described wanting the ability to reduce tracking to only a subset of their configured routine. For
example, M1 configured an extensive routine, but wanted to be able to “answer the questions as I feel like I have
the time to do”. Similarly, M2 ideally wanted to track the number of alcoholic beverages she consumed, but with
an option to indicate a binary of alcohol consumption “if number of drinks isn’t something that calculable in the
moment”. As described in Section 5.2.2, people anticipated modifying their tracking routines as their goals change;
these changes might include lapsing in tracking types of data that are no longer relevant. However, they also
wanted to prioritize certain data on a day-to-day basis, according to their experiences on those days. M2 explained:
when I would see myself taking a break would be during finals week, or a really busy application season
or something. Which, due to the nature of that might actually be when I’m getting more symptoms ...
I could see myself taking a break from maybe more of like the background symptoms and ... just saying,
“Okay, for this week I’m just going to track these really critical symptoms.”
Although lapsing has generally been considered an unexpected and often undesired stage of tracking, our
participants were able to predict situations in which they might want to lapse and to suggest ways to do so while
continuing to pursue their goals. By expecting and supporting this kind of non-binary lapsing (i.e., lapsing by
reducing tracking to only a subset of their configured routine), a system could help people configure a more
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comprehensive tracking routine while still providing flexibility in their lived experience. How often people would
engage in this kind of lapsing should be investigated, but such functionality could support people in pursuing
their goals despite varying circumstances and time constraints that might otherwise lead to abandonment.

5.3

Expertise in a Goal-Directed Self-Tracking System

We intended our design to help patients and providers communicate and collaborate around data. However, the
design also created expectations that could influence patient-provider relationships. Our prototype included
information about migraine (e.g., lists of commonly-tracked data, an explanation of as-needed medication
overuse). Because the system included this information, participants described expecting the system to contribute
expertise in migraine management. In addition, because the prototype was designed anticipating patient-provider
collaboration in goal setting and data interpretation, participants expected that providers would be able to help
patients use the system. Our participants discussed potential benefits and pitfalls of these design decisions.
5.3.1 System Support of Patient and Provider Expertise. All participants felt a system based on our design would
support communication and collaboration around their experiences and goals. M5 explained, “showing a graph
like this is better than me trying to explain, ‘Oh, I usually have this kind of symptoms,’ or ‘I think I have four a week.’
If [providers] can see a graph I think they’ll be able to help a lot more”. However, M2 was afraid the system would
replace her role in her care, rather than support it: “I would want to have the opportunity to have a discussion about
[my experiences] and not just base it on what they’ve seen in the charts”. P2 similarly wanted to discuss data with
patients: “I always verify, just because I know that I’m not always 100% accurate when I enter something...I don’t know
that we need to go through and pull it up, but to say, ‘This is what your app sent over. Does this sound right to you?’ ”.
Participants also thought having data would corroborate their claims to each other. People with migraine felt
data would provide “solid evidence” (M1) that would help providers understand and believe their experiences. For
example, M9 wanted her providers to know she was following their recommendations: “I’m like, ‘Yes, I do all
those things, but I still get migraines.’ So, yeah I would like to prove [that I’m doing them]”. Providers similarly felt
the data would support their recommendations. For example, the page for configuring when to track included
an explanation of why people might want to track at different frequencies. P2 said, “I mean obviously I like my
patients to track every day, but I think this is a really good screen. I’m really glad that it’s included since this way
you can get reminders and something that’s realistic for the patient and they can see the pros and cons”. P1 thought
having data would help show patients that certain factors were unrelated to their migraines, explaining, “I don’t
feel like it’s always as helpful to try to convince someone that it’s not a trigger if they’re really convinced it’s a
trigger”. She similarly felt data could help people understand why their treatment might not be working:
Sometimes, especially if people are having a hard time committing to a daily therapy, it’s good to see
exactly how many days they’re skipping or missing. Good for them to see so they know why their therapy
might not be helping, and so I can see and help them out.
5.3.2 System Expertise in Managing Health. Although we designed our prototype anticipating collaboration with
providers, participants felt a system could and should support education to help people manage their migraine
independently. All felt a system would be helpful even without a provider, and eleven participants with migraine
mentioned they had learned about migraine during configuration. M6 explained: “I felt like I was already learning
a little more about migraine tracking in a simple way where it didn’t feel like I was reading a textbook”.
Five participants with migraine believed expertise embedded in a system could help them avoid seeing a doctor.
For example, M2 said, “if I was experiencing symptoms but maybe not so much so that I wanted to go into the
doctor this might help me do a mini-revision of how I’m approaching things”. Although the ability to independently
fulfill health goals could be helpful, people do sometimes need medical advice. P4 mentioned, “I don’t mind if
[patients] track things ... It’s the decision making part afterwards that is the high risk area.”. One way to discourage
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people from making medical decisions without support may be to explicitly suggest when to see a doctor. Five
participants with migraine and one provider thought a system should tell people when to seek professional
medical advice, and five participants mentioned wanting to be able to message their provider within a system.
5.3.3 Health Provider Expertise in Using a System. Despite wanting a system to contain sufficient information
to be used independently by people with migraine, participants generally expected that providers would help
with any issues patients encountered. All participants with migraine and three providers mentioned expecting
providers would be able to help patients use the tool. Three people with migraine and three providers mentioned
wanting to collaborate to ensure the patient pursued realistic tracking and management goals. Nine participants
with migraine described wanting providers to answer their questions, make suggestions, and help them interpret
their data. Participants also felt a provider could verify information a system contained. For example, M3 explained,
“being able to have [providers] say, ‘Oh yeah, this is definitely a trigger for you. Oh, this could be. Oh, that’s most
likely not.’ could save you a lot of stress and time”. However, P4 was worried providers might not be able to meet
patient expectations, saying “it is incredibly impressive how many [providers] just don’t know basic computing”.

6

DISCUSSION

Our findings indicate the potential for goal-directed self-tracking systems to address common pitfalls in self-tracking
and patient-provider collaboration. We further discuss implications for future design and implementation of
goal-directed self-tracking, including the characterization of the system as part of the care team, the need to
support evolution between and within tracking and management goals, and dangers of goal creep in configuration.
Although we focus on design implications in terms of health and wellness, we expect these themes will transfer
to other domains in which people struggle to define, pursue, or collaborate around tracking goals.

6.1

Addressing Common Self-Tracking Pitfalls with Goal-Directed Self-Tracking

Goal-directed self-tracking aims to address common pitfalls in self-tracking, and our participants discussed
anticipating and navigating some of these pitfalls. For example, people often find self-tracking overwhelming
and without purpose [31]. Even when people have qualitative goals (e.g., losing weight, having a healthy lifestyle),
they often struggle to define appropriate quantitative goals (e.g., meeting a certain step count, eating a specific diet),
preventing them from developing realistic and useful tracking routines [64]. However, our participants were able to
navigate different types and hierarchies of goals, understand the critical path between goals, and set appropriate
tracking goals based on their overall management goals. By explicitly asking people to consider why they wanted
to track, the system helped them navigate these challenges and formulate their migraine tracking goals.
Although we could only directly observe how goal-directed self-tracking could support the Deciding and
Selecting stage, participants also expected such a system would support them in subsequent stages. Participants
felt their configured tracking routines were personalized to their goals and would allow them to track exactly and
only what they needed for those goals. Participants were also able to anticipate and plan for scenarios in which
they would want to lapse. By supporting explicit and purposeful lapsing, our design helped people consider
when and how they could lapse in their tracking without sacrificing their goals, in contrast to current tools that
generally fail to account for such lapsing [33]. Participants also appreciated having analyses and visualizations
that could help them interpret their data in the context of their goals, although future research is needed to
examine which analyses and presentations of results can best support the questions people want to ask about their
migraine-related data and balance tensions between simplicity and expressiveness. Overall, our findings suggest
potential for goal-directed self-tracking to help people overcome common pitfalls in all stages of self-tracking.
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Supporting Patient-Provider Collaboration

When discussing how they would interact with and collaborate using a goal-directed self-tracking system, both
people with migraine and provider participants described anticipating a system would help them verify and
communicate their beliefs and experiences. Participants wanted to use a system to support their claims, but they
also wanted to talk to each other to verify recommendations and data. These accounts are consistent with prior
research finding that self-tracked data can ground and provide objectivity in clinic consultations (e.g., [17, 32, 75])
and can foster collaboration by emphasizing both the medical expertise a provider contributes and the detailed
experiential knowledge of a patient [7, 75]. Participants also described appreciating the opportunity to consider
a collaborator’s goals for self-tracked data. People with migraine often wanted their provider to help ensure
their goals were realistic and useful, and providers generally felt that patients who had concrete goals would feel
more empowered to manage their migraine. Patient-provider collaboration can often break down when goals or
expectations differ [17, 69, 71], so helping people understand and align their goals can help foster collaboration.
Although our findings suggest a goal-directed self-tracking system could improve communication and
collaboration, they also reveal potential tensions. Some providers worried about unrealistic patient expectations
regarding a provider’s ability to use the system and interpret the data, echoing concerns raised in prior work [75].
Patients and providers also wanted to ensure their goals are considered and pursued, which could prompt
disagreement and frustration if patient and provider goals are not easily aligned. Although our design supports
simultaneous goals, tracking too much data could increase burdens and lead to abandonment [31]. Tools designed
to support both patient and provider goals should therefore help people explain, align, and prioritize goals. Tools
could also reveal any increased burden associated with an additional goal. For example, most predicting (Goal 2)
goals require strictly more data than monitoring (Goal 3) goals, so a patient who wanted to pursue a predicting
goal could likely simultaneously pursue a provider’s monitoring goal without additional burden. Tools could also
produce analyses and visualizations for both goals, allowing the patient and the provider to review and discuss
data as it relates to their goals. Pre-visit notes can also help providers focus on patient goals and questions [18],
so communicating patient goals before a clinic appointment could also support collaboration to align goals.

6.3

System as a Member of the Care Team

Although people with migraine and providers felt goal-directed self-tracking could support collaboration, both
wanted a system to contribute its own expertise. Participants wanted a system to include educational information,
so people could use it to independently learn about migraine and migraine-related tracking. Research in mental
health has suggested apps can feel like an always-available member of a care team [10, 77]. Our findings suggest
this feeling extends to other health domains, as people considered the system an expert they could learn from.
In some cases, our design intentionally provided expertise. For example, we included a pop-up that
recommended tracking as-needed medication usage, important because overuse is a common contributing
factor that many people find counter-intuitive [74]. However, some content was not designed with an intent
to teach people about migraine, and such content could create misunderstandings if interpreted as educational
or personalized. For example, the Help Me Choose pages list common migraine-related data. However, migraine
is personalized, so some factors will be irrelevant for an individual and no list can characterize all potential
factors. We included a note that additional factors may be relevant, but did not remind people that some listed
factors may not apply to them. A system should therefore differentiate content designed to provide expertise
(e.g., FAQ pages, informative pop-ups) from content that requires outside expertise (e.g., configuration pages that
assume knowledge of personally relevant data). In addition, although a system could better support some types
of expertise (e.g., realistic management goals), others cannot be realistically incorporated (e.g., answers to the
wide variety of health-related questions an individual might have). A system therefore should convey when it
cannot provide expertise, so people and health providers know the limits of the technology in their collaboration.
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Another key area of expertise a goal-directed self-tracking system should support is in tracking itself. Our
design conveyed some recommendations based on past research in self-tracking. For example, when participants
configured tracking frequency, the system lists pros and cons, acknowledging burdens and encouraging the
minimum tracking necessary to achieve their specific goals. However, our findings reveal that both patients
and providers could benefit from additional scaffolding of tracking expertise. For example, many wanted to
track more data than may be feasible, and people generally wanted the system to have smart defaults for how to
track because they did not know what would reasonably balance burden and usefulness. Including such tracking
expertise in a tool itself can help guide both people and providers in decisions about self-tracking data and goals.

6.4

Supporting Evolution Within and Between Goals

Self-tracking goals are varied and tend to evolve, both in migraine [74] and in other domains (e.g., healthy
eating [15], financial tracking [49], menstrual tracking [32]). For example, we previously found that people with
migraine often started tracking toward a data-intensive learning goal before changing to a less-burdensome
monitoring goal [74]. Many would also transition back to a learning goal if their symptoms or management
approaches changed. Current apps generally fail to support this evolution of goals, forcing people to add or change
tracking tools as their goals change. Informed by this prior work, we designed our prototype to: 1) include different
categories of tracking goals; 2) facilitate differentiation between current and future goals (e.g., by explaining that
prediction requires knowledge of one’s personal contributors); and 3) support evolution between goals. However,
participants identified types and hierarchies of goals that our design did not explicitly support, resulting in
challenges when people attempted to express their migraine-related goals. For example, some participants initially
expressed management goals but then struggled to define corresponding tracking goals. Some also worried about
their ability to independently define management or tracking goals that were realistic or feasible. Additional
support for defining and differentiating management and tracking goals, and for helping people define realistic
subgoals, may help people better understand and navigate these different types and hierarchies of goals.
We also found a need to support evolution within goals, not just between them. People often mentioned
wanting to be able to modify their tracking routine as they reflected on their data and gained understanding
within a goal. Our configuration process also assumed people would define and then pursue a goal, but some
participants discussed the possibility of having retroactive goals. For example, we discussed in Section 5.1.2 that
M14 ultimately wanted to learn about her migraines but selected a monitoring goal (Goal 3) because monitoring
goals require lower effort. She then additionally chose to track some contributors and wanted to attempt daily
tracking. Supposing she did track consistently enough to support learning goals (Goal 1), she may ultimately want
to view collected data through learning-specific analyses and visualizations despite not originally selecting that
goal type. If a system supported such retroactive goals, people could use their existing collected data in the manner
most appropriate for their goals at any given time. Similarly, our design supported before/after tests so people can
examine their symptoms before and after making a change, but the current design assumes the change has not yet
occurred. By allowing people to indicate a change that happened in the past, a system could support before/after
tests even if a person did not explicitly pursue that goal, or retroactively realized they made a change. A system
might even automatically detect when a person’s collected data could support goals they have not explicitly
configured, giving an option to examine their data in light of other possible goals. Considering goal-directed
self-tracking not only as a method to enable progressions from a goal to data to analyses and visualizations, but
instead as a framework for reasoning about relationships between goals and data elements, could therefore enable
systems that better support data re-use, simultaneous goals, and evolution between goal categories.
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Awareness of Goal Creep During Configuration

Although goal-directed self-tracking helped participants define appropriate tracking goals, Help Me Choose
pages also often prompted participants to track more data than they might have otherwise configured. Similarly,
although participants proposed configuring a tracking routine that ensured both patient and provider goals were
met, such compromises would likely introduce additional tracking. We do not want to discourage people from
tracking data they think is necessary for their goals, but attempting to track too many things is a common barrier
that can lead to abandonment [14, 23, 31]. Although people may naturally want to add to their tracking routine as
they learn, doing so could distract from their primary goals, creating a goal creep that makes their goals too broad
to be feasibly pursued. This goal creep seemed particularly likely when people configured automatically-tracked
data, which they seemed to consider “free” without associated burdens. However, even automatically-tracked data
can introduce burdens (e.g., the necessity to charge and wear a Fitbit, the battery life consequences of location
tracking) [33, 38]. To balance a tendency people may have for expanding tracking as they learn about factors that
could relate to their migraines, a system should help people understand the burdens associated with additional
data. For example, a system could estimate how long a tracking routine would take each day and help a person
prioritize and deprioritize data elements until they have a routine they are comfortable pursuing.
Deprioritizing data does not require abandoning it altogether. Many participants wanted support for non-binary
lapsing, in which they could decide whether to track specific data elements depending on how they were feeling
on a given day. A key opportunity is exploring how a system can support non-binary lapsing that encourages
people to track data necessary for their goals. One possibility is dynamically defining subsets of a person’s full
tracking routine, allowing them to pursue as complex of a routine as their goals require while minimizing tracking
burdens on a day-to-day basis (e.g., narrowing their tracking to focus on symptoms during particularly stressful
time periods). Designing for longer-term use, a system could also help people set future goals, starting with a
limited tracking routine (e.g., as P2 suggested) and prompting them to add other data elements they are interested
in investigating over time. Conversely, a system could also reduce tracking burden by encouraging lapsing after a
tracking goal is achieved. A system could thus support the positive aspects of goal creep (e.g., adjusting tracking
routines based on educational information or greater understanding developed over time) while avoiding potential
pitfalls (e.g., adding burdensome or irrelevant data to track based on overly ambitious or broad recommendations).

6.6

Goal-Directed Self-Tracking in Other Health Domains

Although we focus on migraine, the principles of goal-directed self-tracking likely extend to domains within and
beyond chronic condition management. For example, a review of commonly-used diabetes self-management apps
found many implicitly support some goals while failing to support others [48]. Some designs were best suited
to longer-term data collection to identify trends or to use in a medical appointment, others better supported
daily overviews, and a common goal of situated decision support was not well-supported by any of the apps.
A goal-directed self-tracking tool in this domain could help people better understand and navigate these goals
with their data. Similarly, people with Parkinson’s disease often self-track for a variety of goals that may require
different data and representations (e.g., to monitor and plan for the long-term progression, to understand effects
of new medications and identify any need for adjustment, to combat denial by providing an objective record) [62].
A recent study of the goals people have for self-experimentation, a form of self-tracking in which people perform
n-of-1 experiments to answer specific questions, also identified distinct goals corresponding to different data
collection, analysis, and visualization needs that could be supported by goal-directed self-tracking tools [76].
Goal-directed self-tracking could also reduce challenges people encounter when application designers assume
certain goals. For example, some menstrual tracking apps assume a pregnancy-related goal, which can be
frustrating or painful for people not pursuing that goal [32]. Similarly, people with chronic fatigue syndrome often
use activity tracking apps with a goal of limiting their physical activity; however, those apps generally encourage
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them to be more active, shaming them for activity levels that match their goals [27]. In general, domains in which
people self-track for distinct purposes that require different data elements, granularity, frequency, or analysis
and visualization could benefit from explicitly expressing and pursuing goals via a goal-directed self-tracking
system. Self-tracking not focused on a goal, or in domains where there is less variety in or evolution of goals
(e.g., documentary or fetishized tracking [72]), seems less likely to benefit from goal-directed self-tracking.
One important consideration in developing a goal-directed self-tracking system is to determine the set of goals
that can be feasibly supported within the domain or tool. Expecting designers to implement every feature needed
to support every potential goal is unreasonable, as is requiring people to take the time to explicitly customize
all such features. Some goals that people would like to pursue are also infeasible given current technology
and knowledge limitations (e.g., no current system could collect and model data to prevent every migraine).
In addition, designing support for a specific goal can still be valuable; for example, people with IBS who think a
certain nutrient may cause their symptoms and want to perform an self-experiment to establish causality would
benefit from TummyTrials [45], a system designed to support exactly that goal. Designers of such a system should
not be expected to necessarily include support for all other IBS-related goals. Designs that focus on a subset of
goals can nonetheless benefit from a goal-directed perspective by better communicating the set of goals the tool
can and cannot support. Where feasible, a tool even could suggest alternative resources for unsupported goals.
This support could help people understand the limitations of a system, decide whether the system is a match for
their goals, and configure and use the system toward their goals. Such a goal-directed perspective might also
help app designers attract people who will actually benefit, leading to higher overall satisfaction with a tool.

7

CONCLUSION

We contribute goal-directed self-tracking, a new method to help people and health providers express and pursue
tracking goals they want to pursue for their chronic condition management. Goal-directed self-tracking is designed
to support people in deciding what, when, and how to track toward specific goals and to provide analyses and
visualizations of the resulting data that support those goals. We reanalyzed data characterizing migraine tracking
goals, iteratively designed a paper prototype for a system to support goal-directed self-tracking for migraine
management, and used that prototype to conduct interviews with people with migraine and health providers. We
found that such a system could elicit many different types and hierarchies of management and tracking goals, help
people prepare for all stages of self-tracking, and contribute additional expertise in patient-provider collaboration.
We also found pitfalls people may encounter when relying on a system’s expertise or attempting to define and
navigate appropriate tracking goals. We present these findings together with design implications for future
implementations of goal-directed self-tracking systems, including: 1) the importance of considering all sources of
expertise when designing a system that may be considered a member of a patient’s care team; 2) the necessity of
supporting evolution between and within different types and hierarchies of goals; and 3) the challenges of goal
creep as people configure self-tracking routines and potential approaches to avoiding its negative aspects, such
as enabling non-binary lapsing and recommending that some goals be deferred for future pursuit. Finally, we
describe how goal-directed self-tracking represents an important design and research opportunity in and beyond
chronic condition management. We believe designers of future self-tracking tools that aim to support the specific
goals people may have for their data could benefit from this explicit goal-directed perspective.
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